The present paper analyzes two prominent art history-based CD-ROMs published in 1996 and 1997, and suggests trends in the information and interface design of cultural multimedia programs. It reviews first-and second-generation feature sets, and assesses the initial impact of object-oriented programming. Both CD-ROMs are described in detail, and their interfaces and navigational structures appraised. Other questions treated include the virtues and pitfalls of hyperlinking, the audience for such ambitious projects, the impact of market dynamics, and potential transferability to the WorldWide Web.
Preface
As encyclopedic art CD-ROMs go, these two discs, published over the past two years, represent the evolving state-of-the-art in the field. In fact the first one, the National Museum of American Art CD-ROM, won the Milia d'Or Award last year in the category Art & Culture, and I fully expect the other, Les Impressionistes, to win the Grand Prize at MILIA this year. It has already won the Prix Mobius and the InVision Grand Prize. 1 What is it, then, that makes these such strong case examples, such rich content sources? How do they define their educational roles and tools? How are their interfaces designed, and what are the pluses and minuses of these decisions? What works, and what doesn't? When is hypermedia helpful, when a pain? We shall briefly explore these issues even as we allow the underlying query: Is there a future for fixed disk media? to linger in the back of our minds, a question pending resolution.
In a previous paper, I have described a "first generation feature-set" for multimedia programs about the visual arts. The conventions that evolved in the early 1990s included:
• Timeline interfaces, with thumbnail images of artworks arrayed in the context of contemporaneous socio-historical information • Close-ups or zooms of the artworks or their salient details • Commentaries, either written, spoken, or videotaped, by curators, historians, and other artists • Use of original artist statements in any of the above media • Use of archival documents from the artist's life • Diagrammatic animations based on formal analysis of the artwork • Comparisons of artworks grouped by school or theme in static screen arrangements 2
Second-generation CD-ROMs, in addition to this feature-set, are characterized by the advent of object-oriented programming (OOP). These programs point the way, if not to increased poetry, at least to increased user involvement -and to forms of interactivity in which the result is not wholly pre-determined. OOP enables the detaching of the object from its background screen; in the case of an artwork, the "object" might be a thumbnail image that retains the identity of the artwork and as many of its associated properties as one cares to enumerate. The user is thereby enabled to "lift" the artwork from one place to another, and to cause it to interact with other artworks, or with other objects in the program. 3
The two CD-ROMs under consideration make use of many of the common first generation features, and take the step beyond static information by using objectoriented programming to add interactivity to the navigation. Thumbnails can be dragged and dropped, and trigger reactions from other data resources. They also include other educational tools, such as personal portfolios, which can be created from the works on disc, commented by the user, and then output to print or disc. Both CDs present an increasing level of programming and interface sophistication while remaining within a predominantly art historical paradigm; neither one has a creative, animated play space, as do art CD-ROMs specifically geared to a children's audience like With Open Eyes and A is for Art, C is for Cézanne (developed by the Art Institute of Chicago and the Philadelphia Museum of Art, respectively).
2 "The quest for a multimedia approach suited to the complexity of modern and contemporary art: a view from America." In Hadwig Kräutler (ed.), New strategies for communication in museums: Proceedings of ICOM/CECA '96. Vienna: WUV/Universitätsverlag and ICOM/Austrian National Committee, 1997, pp. 26-29. 3 Ibid.
